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We prove the following analytic continuation theorem which applies to any vir- 
tual representation of any symmetric space (G, K, a). The problem of passing from 
the Euclidean group to the Poincart group appears tirst to have been addressed 
and solved this way by Klein and Landau. Let G be a Lie group, K a closed sub- 
group, and u an involutive automorphism with K as fixed-point subgroup. If  
9 = A + M is the corresponding symmetric Lie algebra, we form f* = 1+ im, and let 
G* denote the simply connected Lie group with f* as Lie algebra. We consider 
virtual representations x of G on a fixed complex Hilbert space 2, adopting the 
definitions due to J. Frohlich, K. Osterwalder, and E. Seiler; in particular, 
z(g-‘) c rr(o(g))* (possibly unbounded operators) for g in a neighborhood of e in 
G. We prove that every such n continues analytically to a strongly continuous 
unitary representation of G* on 2. Our theorem extends results due to Klein- 
Landau, Frohlich et al., and others, earlier, for special cases. Previous results 
were known only for special (G, K, u), and then only for certain R. ‘3: 1987 Acadamc 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
The question considered in this paper arose in relativistic quantum 
theory where problems are often solved first in the Euclidean theory with 
purely imaginary time, and then the solution is analytically continued back 
to real time [6, 11, 13, 17, 19, 203. This means that the Poincare (the 
inhomogeneous Lorentz) group is regarded as an analytic continuation of 
the Euclidean group in four space-time dimensions [23]. The represen- 
tations of the Euclidean group turn out to be of Zocul nature, but the 
analytic continuations back to real time are infinitesimally unitary when 
regarded as representations of the Poincart group. The mathematical 
problem is to deduce global representations from local, or infinitesimal, 
ones. 
We solve this problem in a general setting. Earlier special cases have 
been obtained by different authors [6, 11, 13,203, but, even the most 
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general mathematical theorems which have been obtained so far, do not 
apply to various natural symmetric spaces connected to the Poincare 
group. Earlier techniques have relied on a certain assumption on the time 
generator (the spectral condition). We remove this assumption entirely, in 
addition to generalizing to any symmetric space. 
Our techniques rely on exponentiation theory for Lie algebras of 
unbounded operators; see, for example, [4, 7, 9, 18, 221. 
2. VIRTUAL REPRESENTATIONS OF SYMMETRIC SPACES 
Throughout the paper, we consider the following objects: A Lie group G, 
a closed subgroup K of G and an involutive automorphism g such that 
(G, K, (r) form a symmetric space, i.e., 
(K,),,~K~K,, (2.1) 
where K, is the set of fixed points of CJ, and (K,)O is the identity component 
of K,. We follow the standard conventions and terminology from the 
theory of symmetric spaces, see, for example, [ 121 and [S]. The triple 
(G, K, a) will be called a symmetric space, and the assumption (2.1) will be 
in force throughout. 
For the Lie algebra 9 of G, we have the following decomposition: 
,=R@#R (2.2) 
(where 0 indicates a direct sum of real vector spaces), R is the Lie algebra 
of K, so that 
[I, ?qcRi (2.3) 
and 
Ck, ml cm, [m, m]cR. (2.4) 
The pair (Y, R) satisfying (2.2))(2.4) is called a symmetric Lie algebra. 
While (T is an automorphism of Lie groups, the derived map da is an 
automorphism of Lie algebras, and property (2.1) implies that 
da(X) = X for all XEk 
and 
da( Y) = - Y for all YE m. 
The dual symmetric Lie algebra g* is defined by 
f*=R@im, (2.2*) 
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and we note that by (2.2*), f* is again a real Lie algebra. Let G* be the 
simply connected Lie group whose Lie algebra is g*. 
The object of the papers [6, 11, 131, as well as our present paper, is to 
study representations rc (resp. rr*), of the Lie groups G (resp. G*). The 
relationship between 7~ and rc* is dictated by the following demands: 
6) rr* is obtained from n by analytic continuation. This con- 
tinuation is obtained, more specifically, by lifting to the respective Lie 
groups the continuation from 
x+ YEB, XER, YEW%, 
to 
X+ iYEg*, XE?f, YE%% 
(ii) Secondly, we demand that n* be a strongly continuous represen- 
tation of the simply connected Lie group G* with Lie algebra y*. The 
question whether rr* is actually a representation of some other Lie group 
which is covered by G*, and also has f* as Lie algebra, will not be 
addressed here. (This property must be checked in each particular example, 
and it reduces to checking whether rc* is trivial on the kernel for the 
corresponding covering map. Some special cases have been calculated in 
[9, Chapter 121, and elsewhere.) 
The two requirements, (i) and (ii), force us to look at nonunitary, 
unbounded, and local representations n of G. We shall fix the Hilbert space 
A?, and require that n, as well as n*, act on 2. We shall also assume that 
A? is an infinite-dimensional complex Hilbert space, since this is the case 
for the interesting examples. Properties (i) and (ii) lead to the requirement 
that rc be a homomorphism from a neighborhood U of the identity e in G 
to linear operators defined on a dense subspace 9 in 2, with the property 
that 
44s))* ICI = G-‘1 II/, for all $ E 9. (2.51 
(Here n(g)* is the adjoint of n(g).) 
Following [6], we shall call such a homomorphism a virtual represen- 
tation. But since the operators rr(g) are generally unbounded (see examples 
in [6, Sects. 2 and 5]), some care must be exercised when considering 
domains and the homomorphism property, 
4g, . g*) = n(g,) 4g*)5 gl,g,E u. 
We must require that, when g, . g, E U, and x(g2) $ is defined, then 
n(gz) II/ must also fall in the domain of z(g,). To make this precise, 
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Frohlich, Osterwalder, and Seiler [6] introduced the following axioms, 
(VRl))(VR4), which we now recall below and adopt as d@zing properties 
of a virtual representation 7-c: A symmetric space (G, K, a) is given. We con- 
sider a Hilbert space S”, and a dense linear s&space 9. A neighborhood U 
of e in G is also given, and it is assumed that U is invariant under right 
translations by elements in the subgroup K. We are now ready to state the 
axioms VRl through 4: 
(VRl ) The restriction ~1 K is defined for all k E K, and extends to a 
strongly continuous unitary representation of K on NY; in particular, each 
n(k) when extended, is a unitary operator on X, and n(k)* = n(k ‘). 
(VR2) For all g E U, the space 9 is in the domain D(n( g)) of rc( g). 
(VR3) If g,, g, and g, . gz are in U, and $ E y, then 
dg2) ICI E Ndg, 11, and 
(VR4) The subset mc. c M/, defined by s,( = i YE ~11: exp YE U), is 
assumed to be star shaped, i.e., s Y E SPL~ for all YE *I (,, and s E [w, 0 d .s d I, 
and moreover, each rr(exp(sY)) is a hermitian operator which is defined on 
9. and 
lim n(exp(sY)) $ = I) 
, -+ 0 
holds for all $ E 9 and YE pxc’. 
There is one more assumption which is used in [6], but not made 
explicit there. It is conceivable that it is a consequence of (VRl ))(VR4), 
but we have not been able to prove this. Hence, we add it to the list: 
(VR5) For all YE m, and rl/ E 3, the function k -+ rc(exp(Ad, Y)) $, is 
locally integrable on the following subset of K, jk E K: exp(Ad, Y) E Ul. 
Remark. This condition is quite innocuous, and it is very easy to verify 
directly in all examples which are known to us. 
3. ANALYTIC CONTINUATION OF VIRTUAL REPRESENTATIONS 
Our main result is the following, 
THEOREM 1. Let (G, K, a) he a symmetric space and let 7~ he a virtual 
representation of G. Then 7~ can he analytically continued to a unitary 
representation x* of G*. 
Remarks 3.1. The main results from [6] are precisely the truth of this 
theorem in two special cases. The authors of [6] define two classes of sym- 
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metric spaces. The first class is defined by the requirement that the sub- 
group K be compact, and then the conclusion is proved in this case. The 
main result (Theorem 3) in [6] states that rc* may be constructed as a 
unitary representation for a second somewhat more general class of sym- 
metric spaces when a further spectral condition is imposed. Our theorem is 
an improvement in two ways: We get the conclusion for any symmetric 
space; it need not belong to class 2. Moreover, we do not assume the 
restrictive spectral condition from [6; Theorem 33. 
3.2. There are interesting symmetric spaces (G, K, a) which are not 
of class 2, but G* is still the simply connected cover group of the Poincare 
group SO(n - 1, 1) K, IF (recall that the symbol K, denotes the usual 
semidirect product of groups). These examples have provided the 
motivation for papers on the subject, and they are worked out in [6] 
and [20]. But there has not been a general theorem, up to now, which 
yields unitary representations rc* of G*. Each example had to be treated in 
an ad hoc manner. 
These symmetric spaces (G, K, a) are 
(SO(p,n--p)o<,R”, [SO(p, l)xSO(n-p-l)]K,aB”~P~‘,cr), (3.1) 
where 0 corresponds to the reflection, 
r: (x’ )...) xp, xp+ ’ )...) x”) + ( -XI )...) -xp, xp+ ’ )...) xn- ‘, -x”). 
More specifically, this means that the subgroup 
K=SO(p, l)xSO(n-p- 1) D<, [Wnppp’ 
is precisely the subgroup (up to a natural isomorphism) of G = 
SO(p, n - p) K, iw” which maps the subspace {xER”:rx=x}= 
{.Y = (x’ ,..., x”): .Y’ = 0, 1 6 i<p, i= n} into itself. As is pointed out in [6], 
these spaces lead to irreducible unitary representations 7c* of G*. In fact, 
7c* can be checked (by hand) to be trivial on the kernel for the covering 
map from G* onto the Poincare group, so that each rc* passes to a 
representation of the Poincare group. But it is only in the special case p = 0 
that the examples (3.1) are of class 2; so the theorems from [6] do not 
apply when 1 dp d n - 1, and the corresponding symmetric space (G, K, a) 
in (3.1) is not Riemannian. 
Our Theorem 1 applies to all these examples, and we get the desired 
unitary representations 7c* of G*, even when the given virtual represen- 
tations 7-c of (G, K, a) may not satisfy the spectral condition from [6]. 
3.3. Our proof uses ideas which are similar to those used in [6], 
and, in addition, we use an exponentiation theorem for Lie algebras of 
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unbounded operators. Our starting point is a theorem on extensions of 
unbounded semigroups of hermitian operators on Hilbert space. The 
semigroup is defined only locally in the real parameter. For bounded 
semigroups, this result dates back to Nagy [24], and Devinatz [ 1, 21, and, 
for semigroups of unbounded operators, different versions of the theorem 
have been proved by Nussbaum [IS], Frohiich [S], Klein and Landau 
[lo], and finally Shucker [27]. 
We shall not repeat the statement of this theorem, but only note that, if 
rr is a given virtual representation of some symmetric space as above, then 
local semigroups S, arise for each YE m as S, = rt(exp t Y) where the 
operators n(exp tY) satisfy the properties in (VR4). The conlusions of the 
extension theorem state: 
(i) that the operator closure %, is a self-adjoint operator for each t, 
sufficiently small; 
(ii) there is a self-adjoint operator H, depending on Y, such that 
q = erH for real values of t where $ is defined; 
(iii) the set $ = lJI,,<I S,,g%, E > 0, spans a core for each of the 
(unbounded) operators S,, (tl small, and for H; and finally the theorem 
implies 
(iv) that $ consists of analytic oectors for H. 
For basic results and properties of analytic vectors, the reader is referred 
to [9] and [18]. We give the same two references for core properties of 
dense domains and regularity properties of strongly continuous unitary 
representations of Lie groups. 
4. CARDING VECTORS FOR VIRTUAL REPRESENTATIONS 
The usuai construction of the Girding space for a representation of a Lie 
group G involves smoothing with test functions on G, i.e., compactly sup- 
ported C”-functions on G [9, IS]. The resulting “smeared” vectors are 
smooth for the action of G, and they span a dense subspace of the represen- 
tation space. In the present case of a given virtual representation TI of a sym- 
metric space (G, K, Q) acting on a Hilbert space P, we shall employ the 
same construction with two modifications: 
(i) We shall work with test functions defined only on the subgroup 
K. This space will be denoted C,“(K) where the subscript indicate compact 
support. (This is essential since we shall be concerned with subgroups K 
which are only closed but generally noncompact.) 
(ii) Recall that property (VR2) specifies a dense domain 9 for the 
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operators {n(g): g E U}. We shall apply Girding smoothing only to vectors 
$ from 9. Hence, for f E C,?(K) and II/ E 9, the integral 
J f(k) 4k) II/ dk K (4.1) 
is well defined when dk designates a left-invariant Haar measure on K. 
There is no convergence problem since f has compact support, and 7~1 K is 
assumed to be a strongly continuous unitary representation of K, cf. 
property (VRl ). The resulting vector, which we denote I,,+~ is a Girding 
vector for 71jK:, and so the space gK defined by 
9,=span{$/+C,“(K), $E9} (*I 
is dense in .# by Girding’s proof (which relies on an approximate delta 
function (sequence) from C,“(K); see for example, [S]. 
Remark. We shall also make use (without mention) of the fact that we 
get the same space gK if we replace the right hand side of formula (*) by 
span($l-: ,fc C,“(K), II/ E Qn,}. Th is is an immediate consequence of the 
Dixmier-Malliavin factorization theorem [28; Theoreme 3.11. 
Before stating our first lemma, we note that the space 9 may be assumed 
K-invariant because of the assumed right K-translation invariance of the 
neighborhood U c G which is specified in (VR4). Indeed, had 9 not been 
x(K) invariant, we could work instead with 
Then 9’ would have the properties listed for 9 in (VR2))(VR3). To see 
this, note that, if $ E 9, k E K, and g E U, then n(k) II/ E D(x(g)) since 
g. k E U, and we have the properties $ E D(n(g . k)), as well as 
rr( g. k) Ic/ = rr(g) x(k) +, by virtue of (VR3). Hence, we may, and shall, 
assume in the sequel that z(k) 9 = 9, k E K. 
LEMMA 0. For every Ic/ E gK, compact subset A c K, and YE G++ there is 
an E > 0 such that the ,function, k + n(exp(s Ad,(Y))) $, is continuous on A 
for all s in ( -.s, 6). 
Proof Let $ =JKf(h) z(h) q dh where f~ C,“(K), and cp~9. We 
restrict k to the compact subset A of K, and choose E such that 
exp(sAd,-I( Y))E Ufor all hE AP’.supp(f)= {a-‘.b: UEA, bE supp(f)}, 
and IsI <E. This is possible since A-’ . supp(f) is compact. In view of 
(VR5), the integral, 
I= 
s 
f(k . h) x(k. h) rc(exp(s Ad,-, (Y))) cp dh 
K 
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exists, and depends continuously on k for all s E ( -E, 6). The value of the 
integral can be calculated as follows, 
I= s f(h) n(h) n(exp(s Ad,-, k(Y))) cp dh x 
= i .f(h) dexp(s Add Y))) n(h) cp dh K 
= 4exp(s A&( VI) [ f(h) x(h) cp dh 
K 
= 4exp(s Add Y))) $. 
This is the function in the lemma, and the continuity in k follows from 
this. 
LEMMA 1. The space 5~~ is dense and consists of analytic vectors for the 
remigroup n(exp(s Y)) for all YE m, and ,gK has the properties Iisted,for Y 
ii? (VR2)m(VR3). 
Pro@ First we recall the properties of the infinitesimal representation 
rfn of the Lie algebra ,q of G. For XE 8, we define the operator dn(X) by the 
formula 
for vectors $ in H such that the limit, lim,,,, t- ‘(n(exp(tX)) $ - $), 
exists. Recall that since U is a neighborhood of e in G, exp(tX) is in U for 
all t in an open interval centered at 0 which insures that the operator 
S, = n(exp(rX)) is defined. If XE R, then this is a unitary operator, and 
dn(X) is a skew-adjoint operator by Stone’s theorem. If Y c *Y, we saw in 
Remark 3 (Section 3) that the closure of $exp(tY)) is of the form e’H for 
some self-adjoint operator H, and it follows, in this case, that dn( Y) = Z-I. 
The basic idea in the analytic continuation involves choosing the 
neighborhood U of e in G such that every g in U can be expressed as 
g=exp( Y). k, YEWZ, k E K. Then g* =exp(iY). kEG* where G* is the 
simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra g* = R + i*n, cf. Section 2, and 
we shall define 
n*( g*) = e%(k). (4.2) 
The problem is to show that n*(g*), defined this way, extends to a 
strongly continuous unitary representation, also denoted n*, of G*. 
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We saw in Section 3.3 that 9 consists of analytic vectors for each 
operator drr( Y), YE mm. But 9 need not even be contained in the domain of 
the operator &c(X) for XE /. Hence, the introduction of the new space SK. 
For functions f on K, we have the left-regular representation L given by 
fL@If)@)=fW'*k), h,k~K, and fdL(Xlf)(k)=~f(exp(-tX).k)l,=,, 
XE R. The following two relations for $r= JKf(k) a(k) li/ dk, fE C:(K), 
tj E 9, show that 9k is invariant under each of the operators r(k), k E K, 
and d?c(X), XE R. The relations are 
and 
n(k) tir= $uk)/ (4.3) 
They are both immediate consequences of left-invariance of Haar measure 
on K. 
We fix YE m:, and set H = dn( Y). We have seen that 9 is contained in 
the domain of e“’ for t sufficiently small, It( < E say, such that exp(rY) E I/. 
For k E K, and 4 E 9, we also have $(k) $ E 9 c D(e’H). Moreover, 
efHn(k) $ = rc(exp(tY)) n(k) t+b 
= (exp(tY). k) $ 
=rc(k.exp(tAd,-l(Y))$ 
= n(k) rc(exp(t Adkml( Y)) $. 
Here the second identity is valid for ItI <E, where we used that exp(r Y) E U, 
and exp(tY). k E U, in combination with properties (VR2)-(VR3). These 
properties are used again in the last identity since Ad,-I( Y) E a by virtue of 
[J, *n] c m which was assumed in (2.4). For the last identity, we may need 
to require that (tl <E, for some positive G, which could depend on k. But if 
k runs over a compact subset of K, then it is possible to choose aI indepen- 
dently of k, since exp(t Adk-l( Y)) E U for all such k, provided (tl is suf- 
ficiently small. 
Since the operator e ‘” is closed, it commutes with the integral in 
$/= SK f(k) n(k) II/ dk. It follows that $,.E D(e’“) for f E C:(K), rj E 9, and 
efHt+bf= s K f(k) e%(k) $ dk 
= 
s 
f(k) n(k) rc(exp(t Adk-,( Y))) 1+5 dk. (4.5) 
K 
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Since x(K) is unitary, and lC/~D(n(t Ad,-I( Y)) for (t( <E,, and k in the 
support off, we arrive at the estimate 
where the right-hand side is finite since f is of compact support. 
Using (4.5) Lemma 0, and an approximate Dirac delta sequence 
{I;?} c C,?(K), it is also easy to show that GK= U,,, <6zevH9K spans a core 
for the self-adjoint operator erH above. 
We now prove that the neighborhood U may be chosen such that 
gK c D(n( g)) for all g E U. First, recall that U may be chosen such that 
every g in U factors, g = exp( Y) . k where Y runs over a neighborhood W of 
0 in wz, and z(g) = n(exp Y) n(k) holds on 9. The problem comes down to 
choosing the neighborhood W carefully. 
Having chosen W, we then consider the neighborhood U* in G* con- 
sisting of elements g* = exp(iY). k, for YE W, k E K and define 7c* on U* 
by 
n*( g*) = eiHn(k), (4.2) 
where H is the self-adjoint operator drr( Y), and the unitary operator etH is 
given by the spectral theorem for H. (The program is to show that rr* 
extends to a strongly continuous unitary representation of G*.) 
First we note that it is possible to choose a basis Y, ,..., Y, for RI, 
consisting of elements in HZ{,; cf. (VR4). We shall show that there 
is a neighborhood W, of 0 in [w’ such that W= {t, Y, + ... + t, Y,: 
(r, ,..., t,) E W,} has the desired properties. 
We will prove this in several steps: 
Step 1. Let Y and Z be elements in m, and let H = dn( Y), (resp. 
M = dn( Z)) be the corresponding infinitesimal self-adjoint operators. Then 
for every $ E .9,, the vector M$ is in the domain of etH for t E aB sufficiently 
small, and 
e’HMtj = d7r( erad ‘( Z))e’“$. (4.6 1 
Step. 2. Let H = drc( Y), M= &r(Z), and Y, ZE +YZ, be as above; then 
for every I(/ E 3 and f~ CT(K), the vector erM$,, is in the domain of H, for t 
sufficiently small, and 
He’“t+b, = et”‘dn(e-‘adz( Y)) tir, 
where the t-dependence is analytic. 
(4.7) 
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Step 3. Let Mi = &(Zi) for elements Zi in m, 1 < id v, and let $,- be 
as above (IC/,E gK). Then I/~ is in the domain of eq”’ erlM2.. . ervMv for 
i: 
, ,..., t,)~ R” sufficiently close to 0, and eoMi,.. ervMv$,. is analytic in 
1 ,‘.., t,). 
COROLLARY 2. There is a subspace 92 which contains SfK, is contained 
in the domain of dn(X) for all XE 8, and is invariate under each dx(X). 
We shall begin by proving these three steps, and then show that the 
second part of the lemma follows. 
Proof of Step 1. Pick real parameters t, s sufficiently small such that 
exp(tY) . exp(sZ) E U, and 1+9 E gK. Then, by (VR2), $ ~D(rc(exp(tY)) 
rr(exp(sZ))). Indeed, suppose $ = J f(k) n(k) cp dk, cp E 9, f~ C,?(K). Then 
the argument from (4.5) yields the convergence of the integral, 
s f(k) n(k) Nexp(t U-4 Y))) n(exp(s A4-4Z))) cp dk K 
= i f(k) n(k) rc(exp(t Ad,-I( Y)).exp(s Ad,-,(Z))) cp dk. K 
Hence, rl/ E D(elH es”‘), and the resulting integral is erH es”” II/. 
It follows that 
n(exp(tY)) rr(exp(sZ)) * = rc(exp(tY). exp(sZ)) $ 
= rr(exp(s erad ‘(Z)) .exp(tY)) $ 
= n(exp(s erad ‘(Z)) rr(exp t Y) $ 
Using this we get, for cp, $ E GK, 
(etHq, e,sMIC/) = (rc(exp(se’ad ‘(Z)))*cp, erH$), (4.8) 
where (.; ) denotes the inner product of sP. 
The right-hand side of Eq. (4.8) assumes implicitly that the vector 9 from 
aK is in the domain of rc(exp(serad ’ (Z)))*. To see that this is indeed the 
case, we recall from formula (2.5) that r(g)* cp = rc(o(g-‘)) cp holds for 
g E U, and cp E 9, and it is easy to show that this identity is also valid for 
cp E aK. Applying this to g = exp(se’“d ‘(Z)), the desired conclusion 
follows. Moreover, rc(exp(serad ‘(Z)))* 40 = rc(exp( --Sc(erad ‘(Z)))) 9, and 
of course, a(g-‘) = exp( -scr(elad ’ (Z)))E U when IsI + (t( is chosen suf- 
ficiently small. The infinitesimal variant of the above argument is also true: 
Indeed, cp is in the domain of dz(erad ‘(Z))*, and 
d?r(e ‘ad ‘(Z))* cp = -dz(o(e’ad ‘(Z))) cp. 
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Recall, that the operator, ad Y: g + 8, is finite-dimensioned, SO that e’ ad ’ 
is well defined by finite-dimensional functional calculus. This functional 
calculus also applies to the hyperbolic trigonometric functions, and an 
elementary consideration yields, 
erady(Z)=cosh(tad Y)(Z)+sinh(tad Y)(Z), 
where cosh( t ad Y)(Z) E m!, and sinh(r ad Y)(Z) ~4. It follows that 
4e Iad ‘(Z))= -cosh(t ad Y)(Z)+sinh(t ad Y)(Z). Since cp was chosen in 
,$I,, it is in the domain of each of the operators d?r(cosh(t ad Y)(Z)), and 
dz(sinh(t ad Y)(Z) by the reasoning from the proof of the first part of 
Lemma 1. 
When t is fixed as above in (4.8), we saw in Section 3.3 that both sides 
are analytic in s, for s in some open interval centered at 0. Evaluating the 
first s-derivative at 0, we get 
(efHcp, M$) = (d7c(e’“dy(Z))* cp, elH(f) 
= (cp, d7c(elad ‘(Z)) e’H$f). 
Since GK is a core for the self-adjoint operator e”‘, it follows that 
Mrl/ E D(e’H), and elHhri$ = dn(e’ ad ’ (Z)) erH$ which is the desired con- 
clusion. 
Proof of Step 2. First, we note that HIC/, is in Qe”“‘), and r’“Hll/, is 
analytic for t in some open interval centered at 0. The proof of this is 
exactly as in the first part of Lemma 1. Indeed, the integral formula for 
@‘HII/, is convergent by the same argument. Recall, 
1 
,f(k) e”“‘Hn(k) $ dk 
K 
= 
J 
f(k) n(k) n(exp(r Ad, ,Z)) dn(Ad, I Y) $ dk, 
K 
Since Ad, I is analytic, there are analytic coordinate functions a,(k) such 
that Ad, I(Y) = CT=, cri(k) Y,. Substituting this, we arrive at the formula 
f I”H$, = C J ,f(k) ai n(k) rr(exp t Ad, I Z) dn( Y,) II/ dk, 
K 
and we saw in Step 1, that dn( Y;) $ is in D(?r(exp(t Ad,-IZ))) for t suf- 
ficiently small. 
We now turn to the formula (4.7) in Step 2, noting first that there are 
analytic functions Pi(t) and y,(t) such that 
e- '"dZ(Y)=CB;(t)xj+Cy,(t) Y,, 
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where {Xi} is a basis for R, while { Yi} is one for m as noted above. Since 
we have already proved that &(XJ I++,-E D(e”“), and &r( Yi) I+?~E D(e”“), it 
follows that e’“tife D(H), and Hel”ef = 2 fii( t ) efMdn( Xi) tir + 
C yi( t) P’&r( Y,) t,G/ which immediately gives the two conclusions in Step 2. 
Proof of Step 3. We shall only do the case v = 2, since the argument is 
the same, mutatis mutandis, for v > 2. By virtue of Step 2, we have 
M, erzM2t+bf= C Pi(t2) erZM2d7c(Xi) *f 
+ C Yi(t2) e’+Q4 YJ *fr, 
where (/?j(t)) and (y,(t)) are the coordinate functions for e--12ad “*(Z,). Con- 
tinuing the process from Step 2 inductively, we conclude that efzM2t,G~ is in 
the domain of the power operator Mf for all i= 1,2,..., and that Mf e*2Mz$f 
is again analytic in the same t,-interval. 
This means that the power series 
is convergent relative to the norm of X, and the (norm-convergent) sum of 
this series equals M’, erzMz$,-. But, by virtue of (VR3), we also have that 
et2 M*t+b,.~ D(e’lM1 ), again for ItI 1 + It21 sufficiently small. This means that 
the double sum 
= ire 2 Mf elz M2$f= erlMI e** “‘*, 
is norm-convergent, and the conclusion in Step 3 is now an immediate con- 
sequence of Fubini’s theorem for double sums of vectors. 
Proof of Corollary 2. Let H = dn( Y), YE m, and consider 
esHe~t MI . . . ervMv*f as a function of (s, t, ,..., t,) E [WV+ ‘. It is analytic in a suf- 
ficiently small neighborhood of 0 by Step 3. We now take the derivative 
(a/&,) ... (J/at,) and evaluate at (s, O,..., 0). The resulting function is 
analytic, of course, in the remaining variable s, which means that 
M, M, . . ’ M, */E D(e”“) and eSHM, ’ . . M, *f is s-analytic. 
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If we define, 
9; = span{M, -M,,l(/f: Mi=d?r(Z,), Z,E@%, 
v = 1, 2 )...) $ E 9, .fE C:“(K)) (4.8) 
it is clear that 9~ has the properties listed in Corollary 2. 
Proof of Lemma 1 Concluded. It follows from Step 3 that each 
I/I~($E~, fECy(K)) is in D(e’lH’...e’rH’) for (t,,..., t,)E[Wr in a 
neighborhood of 0, and that (t, ,..., t,) -+ e’lH1 P”“~IC/~ is jointly analytic. It 
may then be extended to complex variables to 
e” HI.. . e:,H,,)f, with (z ,,..., Z,)E C’, /Re z,l <c for c>O 
sufficiently small, and depending on I++~ 
By the Implicit Function Theorem, there is an analytic change of coor- 
dinates between neighborhoods U and u’ of e in G which is specified as 
follows: 
exp(t, Y, + ... + trY,)exp(u,X, + .s. +u,,X,) 
+ew(s, Y,)...exp(s,Y,)exp(o,X, + ... + upXI,), 
where (t, ,..., t,, u, ,..., up) + (s, ,..., s,, u, ,..., up) is analytic change of coor- 
dinates between neighborhoods of 0 in Rrfp [S, 251. Using the (s, u) coor- 
dinates, we may now verify that gK satisfies properties (VR2)-(VR3) as 
a direct consequence of Step 3. Hence, we may factor elements g in 
U as, ,g = exp( Y(r)). k, where Y(t) = xi t, Y, and (tl ,..., t,) runs over a 
neighborhood of 0 in Iw’, as claimed. 
We now wish to strengthen Lemma 1 and Corollary 2. 
LEMMA 3. The space 9; , given by ,formula (4.8), consists qf anal-vtk 
vectors ,for each operator dn( Y), for YE +H. 
Proof: The fact that gK consists of analytic vectors for each dn( Y), 
YE PX, follows directly from Lemma 1, and the extension theorem for local 
hermitian semigroups; cf. Section 3.3. In the proof of Corollary 2, we saw 
that all vector in 9; are also analytic for each of the self-adjoint operators 
H = dz( Y), YE m. This is immediate from the fact that 9: is spanned by 
vectors of the form $ = M, . . . MvII/,, Mi=dn(Z,), Z~EM, $~gtf~c,~(K) 
(cf. formula (4.8)) and we checked (proof of Corollary 2) that, s + esH$, is 
analytic for s in an interval with positive radius, centered at 0. 
Now, we are ready to derive the proof of Theorem 1 from Corollary 2 
and Lemma 3, in combination with a generator theorem for Lie algebras of 
unbounded operators. 
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We have established that drc is a representation of 9 = m + k, as well as 
f* = im + R, such that each operator &t(X) for XE~, and &(x*), for 
X*Eg*, is defined on 92, and leaves 9: invariant. By construction, 
&c( g*) consists of skew-hermitian operators, and the question of exponen- 
tiating dn( f*) to a strongly continuous unitary representation of the group 
G* can be decided by analytic vectors. According to [22], and 
[7, Theorem 3.11, it is enough to have a dense invariant domain of 
analytic vectors for a Lie generating subset of drc(y*). We may take this 
domain to be 9; . 
To begin with, we may not be able to exponentiate all of dn(g*), but 
only a certain Lie subalgebra. We let 9: denote the Lie subalgebra of f* 
which is generated by im, and note that BT is again a symmetric Lie 
algebra. Indeed, fT= A, + I ‘m where )&, denotes the Lie subalgebra of A 
which is generated by [im, im] = real span{ [ Y,, Y,]: Y,, Y2eim}. (For 
many examples, e.g., all those considered in [6], 8*/y: is quite trivial. In 
fact, we checked that, for the symmetric Lie algebras considered in [6] and 
c211, p*= ~?@a, with a abelian satisfying [a, im] = 0. But for general 
symmetric spaces, the situation may be more complicated.) 
The program is to exponentiate &c(g*) in two steps. Since &c(im) is a 
Lie generating subset for drr(g:), the exponentiation theorem, mentioned 
above, shows that formula (4.2) extends to a strongly continuous unitary 
representation of the simply connected Lie group G: with 9: as Lie algebra. 
The reader is refered to [9, Theorem 9.21, and [22] for details. (As noted 
in [7], the JorgensenMoore Theorem implies the analytic vector theorem 
as a special case.) Since 97 may, in general, be smaller than f*, the job is 
not finished. 
5. EXTENDING REPRESENTATIONS OF LIE SUBALGEBRAS AND LIE SUBGROUPS 
In the previous section, we proved that the analytic continuation z* in 
(4.2) exists as a stronly continuous unitary representation of CT. This 
means that the analytic continuation problem is solved for the possibly 
smaller symmetric spaces (G,, K,, a) and (CT, K,, 8) where the subgroups 
G, c G (resp. GTc G*), are specified by their respective Lie algebras, 
g, =)&, +K+ and fT= 1, + im, where )&1 in turn denotes the real Lie sub- 
algebra of R which is generated by [m, m]. 
It remains to show that rc* extends from CT to G*. Since all the 
infinitesimal operators in &t(l), and &r(im), have deficiency indices (0, 0), 
the remaining problem only concerns commutation relations for the skew- 
adjoint operators &t(X), XE )&\)&i. We also know that n, as well as rr*, 
restrict to the same unitary representation on K. In view of Lemma 8.3, and 
Theorem 8.1 in [9], it suffices to show that the two operators z(k), kE K, 
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and dn( Y) for YE m satisfy suitable commutation relations. It is enough, in 
fact, to consider k of the form k = exp X for X in A but not in R, . Then it 
follows that 7c* extends from Gy to G*. 
Let k E K, and YE m, be as above and set H = &r( Y). We must verify the 
identity 
,$k) &rH = ,lrdnlAdt Y$$k), (5.1) 
Note that there is no domain problem since each of the three operators in 
(5.1) is unitary. It is immediate from the definition of a virtual represen- 
tation that (5.1) holds when t is sufficiently small. But we need (5.1) for all 
f E 02, and we have not yet found a common dense and invariant space of 
analytic vectors. Recall, the vectors in gK, or 9; , are not analytic for ~1~. 
although they are analytic for each d?r( Y), YE m’; cf. Lemmas 1 and 3. 
Note that every vector II/ in 9 is analytic for each operator &c(Y), YE M. 
By the Spectral Theorem, this means that t -+ errHIC/ has an analytic exten- 
sion to complex t satisfying IIm tI <E for some E, but E depends on the vec- 
tor $, and on H = d?r( Y). For fixed $ and k as above, we may chose t: > 0 
such that each of the functions, t + z(k) errH$, and, t -+ e”dnCAdry’ n(k) $, 
has analytic continuation to complex t, [Im tj <E. But we have noted that 
the two functions agree for t in a neighborhood of 0. By uniqueness of 
analytic continuations, they agree for all t E iw. This yields the desired iden- 
tity (5.1) on 9. But the operators are unitary, and 2 is dense, so (5.1) 
holds on 3y’ as well. 
APPENDIX: THE CORE PROPERTY 
It is our aim here to give a sketch of the proof of the core property men- 
tioned in Section 3.3 Recall, for, each YE m, we had a local semi group 
S, = n(exp( t Y)) of hermitian operators defined on some dense subspace 9 
of the Hilbert space Z. The starting point was a given local representation 
7c of some Lie group G with symmetric Lie algebra 9 = A + M. We apply the 
following lemma to this situation: 
LEMMA A. Let C# be a dense subspace of a complex Hilbert space 2, let 
a>0 be given, and let {S,},,,,. be a family of hermitian operators defined 
on 9 and satisfying: 
(i) For all s, t such that (sl + (tl <a, we have 2 c D(S,S,), und 
S.,S,*=S.,+,*forall*~~?; 
and 
(ii) lim,,,, < S,$, $ > = 11$112~ * E 2. 
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(1) Then there is a unique self-adjoint operator H such that S, c erH 
for tE(-a,a), and$=u ,,,, < E S,sQ spans a core for each operator erH when 
IfI +&<a. 
(2) Ifit is further assumed that 9 is infinitesimally invariant, then $9 
is itself a core for each operator erH as above, and for H. 
Proof: The existence of the self-adjoint operator H is already worked 
out in the different references on local semigroups mentioned in Section 3.3, 
so we shall restrict attention here to the core property. 
Let E > 0, and t E ( -a, a) be chosen such that 1 tJ + E < a. Since elH is a 
positive operator, it will follow that $8 spans a core for etH if we check that 
no non-zero vector in X is orthogonal to (I+ erH) $8. Assume that a vector 
c, say, is orthogonal to this set. Then for all s, 1.~1 <E, and all + E 9, we 
have, 
((Z+e’“) S,lc/, () =O. (A.1) 
If E denotes the spectral measure for H, i.e., H = jlw I dE(1), then equation 
(A.l) reads, 
s 
(l+e’“)eS”(dE(i)$,[)=O. 04.2) 
R 
Hence, the measure 
A+(l+e’“)(dE(il)+,i) (A.3) 
has a Laplace-Stieltjes transform which vanishes in a nontrivial interval: 
IsI <E. By the uniqueness theorem for the Laplace-Stieltjes transform (see, 
e.g., [26]), this implies that the measure in (A.3) vanishes identically. 
Hence, the measure, i + (dE(i) I++, i), is zero, and so is the integral, 
($2 i> = jR (WA) ti, 0. 
Since the vector $ was chosen arbitrarily from 9, and 9 is dense in X”, it 
follows that c = 0. 
In the second part (2) of the lemma, we assume that 9 is invariant, i.e., 
H 9 c 9. This is fulfilled in the applications from [6], and yields some 
simplification. We show now that, in this case, 9 is a core for erH. Again, 
using positivity of e ‘H, it is enough to show that if 
<U+efH) bk i) =O (A.4) 
for all $ E 9, then i = 0. Note that t, ItI <a, is fixed throughout the 
argument. Consider the function, 
F(s) = (e’““(Z+ erH) I), 0. 
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If the vector I,$ is held fixed, then this function is analytic in a 
neighborhood of s =O. It vanishes at s = 0 by equation (A.4). But the 
derivatives (d/ds)” vanish at s = 0 as well, since 
0 g “qo)=i’((z+er”)H”~,i) 
and H”tj E 9 for all n = 1, 2,.... 
As in the proof of (1) we get 
s e”“(1 + e”)(dE(1) tj, [) = 0, w  
but now for all s E R, by uniqueness of analytic continuations. 
Again it follows that the measure (A.3) is identically zero; this time by 
the uniqueness theorem for the Fourier transform. The argument from the 
proof of (1) then yields, [ = 0. 
The fact that 9 is also a core for H follows from the known result that 
every invariant space of analytic vectors is a core. 
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